Intracochlear pressure and organ of corti impedance from a linear active three-dimensional model.
Intracochlear pressure and basilar membrane (BM) velocity are calculated from a physiologically based chinchilla cochlea model . The model includes three-dimensional viscous fluid and the pectinate zone of the elastic BM with dimensional and material property variation along its length. The passive response shows excellent agreement with measurement at high sound pressure levels. The active process is represented by adding the motility of the outer hair cells (OHCs) to the passive model with the feed-forward approximation of the organ of Corti (OC), as was done previously. The current model explains recent observations including: (1) agreement with characteristic frequency (CF)-to-place map, (2) CF shift in the active model, (3) BM displacement gain from OHC motility, (4) lower intracochlear pressure gain than BM displacement gain, and (5) OC impedance (Z(OC)).